
TTeessttiimmoonniiaallss……oorr what to expect when you book an event with us!
We all had a fantastic time at the event...everyone agrees that the event was really
well organised…We all had a great time and I have recommended your company to
several other people in the company looking to arrange similar events….
We will certainly be looking at booking something teambuilding in the summertime
and will definitely be giving your company a call.
Alison Kirby - Admiral Insurance

As a special thank you to the Event Mangers who really made this
event, your team were professional, enthusiastic and you actually listen!
We will definitely be using you again.
Rachel Maxwell Admiral Insurance

The day was great …Thank you very much for all your help
organising this for us.
Sarah McKenna - Microsoft

Just wanted to drop a quick note to say thank you very much for last Friday. The
feedback has been excellent from the team, everyone seemed to enjoy themselves
and have formed relationships with people that they had not really known before.
….Thanks again and I hope we can work together again in the future.
Emma Bailey - Post Office Ltd

General feedback from everyone was that it was a really fun day… good range of
events and accessible to all.
Jo Hamer ICC

Yes, we had an excellent time and the event was very well organised…
We were impressed with the number of instructors that you provided…
I believe some of my colleagues are going to be in touch with you "
Ian Featherstone PHS
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On behalf of myself and my colleagues we'd like to thank you for organising and
running the Treasure Hunt and Rib ride at our team event last week. The feedback
we have received from our colleagues has been very positive and it appears that
everyone enjoyed the event.

The Treasure Hunt worked well for us as an activity that promoted Team Working
and from our (Cardiff team) point of view also showed our colleagues a little of
Cardiff Bay. The questions in the Treasure Hunt were varied and
challenging even for those of us with local knowledge and this helped
keep the interest right through to the end of the event.
Martin Hawke – British Telecom

Thanks for all your help – everybody thoroughly enjoyed themselves.

Ffion Davies – MediaCom

I would like to thank you for all the arrangements. We had a
fabulous time. A lot of fun, and funny photos. Lunch was very
tasty….All in all we are all very happy. It was a great day.
Thank you for your help and great communication”
Magdalena Kozlowska – The Crown Estate

Firstly let me thank you and your team for a wonderful day… the
staff were bubbly, fun and extremely good at what they did, we
had a fantastic day Treasure Hunting around the Bay.... nicely
followed by Family Fortunes.

Jill James- Agrisense

Thanks for organising the event last week. The team
enjoyed the activities and our goals for the day were
achieved.

Matthew Balchin
Nokia
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Anyhow, a BIG thank you to you and your colleague for organising the event. It was
great.... What is more surprising is everyone's back at work today! We need to make
it tougher the next time! (just kidding)

Hope there will be a chance for us to get together again for
future events.

Wee Sin Lee
SMART GRP

We wanted to say a huge thank you for a very enjoyable chocolate making
afternoon. Don't think the parcels will last very long! Have a great Christmas.
Kind regards
Magali Barron
Merck

The chocolates went down fabulously with friends and family! Just wanted to echo
Magali's words below - was a fantastic afternoon.
Thank you and Merry Christmas!
Ajmal Miah
Merck

We all thoroughly enjoyed the afternoon, thank you! J
Lee Price
Taff Housing

Thank you for sending the photos so quickly. We thoroughly
enjoyed the day and will definitely recommend you to
others...Thanks again for a brilliant day!!

Felicity Owen
Gwalia care & support
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Hi Neil, thanks for the photo's.. they are fab! Feedback from both events
has been excellent...

Your Company were professional but kept our events fun! The murder mystery
flowed well, it was well organised and having the photographer there was a really
nice touch....- well done, fantastic evening thoroughly enjoyed by all. The raft
building was different to anything we'd done before.. first thought was, 'a cold
November morning is not the right time to be doing this!' however after we had
donned our wet suits, we all felt instantly warmer. Everyone had a great time, the
instructors were very accommodating, pretty much letting us get on with it, but we all
felt quite safe having their presence in the water. A big thank you to Neil and the
team!

Gemma Pearce- Admiral Insurance

Hi Neil just wanted to pass on our thanks, especially to Steve for
his support last week.

Steve did a sterling job in facilitating the event and keeping the teams on track and
am sure he was entertained by the competitiveness by some of the individuals taking
part!!

Steve certainly made the event enjoyable and the sessions were fun to take part in
and highlighted some good learning's from our side.

Thanks again.

Alison Harrington- Royal Bank of Scotland

Thanks the treasure hunt was great and everybody had good time.
Kenton Clarke- Hornbill Service
Management Limited

Thanks Neil – we’re all feeling a little tired but had a
great time. The photo’s are great and I’m sure we’ll
be using those to bribe staff in the future!!
Great to work with you today, will be in touch for our
next event.

Regards
Gill
National Institute for Social Care and Health Research
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I really enjoyed it and thought it was really good for what we were
trying to achieve
Zoe Macdonald

Enjoyed the activity and thought we got a lot out of it as a team
Dr Jeremy Segrott

Cardiff Institute of Society and Health- School of Social Sciences

“Blue Ocean did a great job of facilitating a team activity for 60 of us. They struck a
good balance between being challenging and having a sense of fun. Whilst many of
our team are fit and up for physical challenges, some of were wary of the idea of
outdoor activities – however, even those who had felt unsure were able to participate
fully as the activities were designed in an inclusive way.”

Jane Burkitt- Supply Chain Planning Director
PepsiCo International UK

I just want to say a massive Thank you to Neil and the team. From my very 1st
enquiry email to the Team Building activity day, every contact was professional and
helpful. Neil listened to what my objectives were for the day, and planned a tailored
morning that met them all. The option of having a more ‘adventurous route’ went
down well with the team – they loved jumping into rivers, climbing rocks and caving!
To say we had a ‘laugh’ is an understatement – we laughed non-stop all morning.
Staff worked well together and pushed themselves out of their comfort zones.
The team forest challenge (although slightly less challenging than the gorge
scrambling) was also enjoyed by all.
I can’t recommend Blue ocean activities enough…. We’ll definitely be using them
again.
Thanks Again
Amy Jones
Service manager, Women’s Aid RCT
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I just wanted to say thank you to you and your staff for a fantastic evening of family
fortunes. All of the guests involved had a fantastic evening and the hosting of the
evening was flawless throughout. The whole set up of the night looked professional
and it ran smoothly with no ‘hiccups’.

We will keep Blue Ocean in mind for all future events of this nature and thank you
again.

Yours aye,

Andy

A J Wainscot RAMC| Capt | Physiotherapist | RCDM |
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